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In The Second Sex, Simone de Beauvoir ponders the nature of the patriarchy, and in 

particular its oppression of women. De Beauvoir is curious about the origin of this male-female 

dichotomy. She writes:  

Medea, in revenge against Jason, kills her children: this brutal legend suggests that the 

bond attaching the woman to her child could have given her a formidable upper hand. In 

Lysistrata, Aristophanes lightheartedly imagined a group of women who, uniting together 

for the social good, tried to take advantage of men’s need for them: but it is only a 

comedy. The legend that claims that the ravished Sabine women resisted their ravishers 

with obstinate sterility also recounts that by whipping them with leather straps, the men 

magically won them over into submission. Biological need—sexual desire and desire for 

posterity—which makes the male dependent on the female, has not liberated women 

socially… How did this whole story begin? It is understandable that the duality of the 

sexes, like all duality, be expressed in conflict. It is understandable that if one of the two 

succeeded in imposing its superiority, it had to establish itself as absolute. It remains to 

be explained how it was that man won at the outset.1 

 

John Locke, on the other hand, writes on the same topic but from a far different angle; an 

angle that might help illuminate Beauvoir’s situation: “how it was that man won at the outset”2. 

To Locke, it had to do with the nature of man’s place in the family that the male overpowered the 

female in the Western context. As Locke writes, 

To conclude, then, though the father’s power of commanding extends no farther than the 

minority of his children, and to a degree only fit for the discipline and government of that 

age; and though that honour and respect, and all that which the Latins called piety, 

which they indispensably owe to their parents all their lifetime, and in all estates, with all 

that support and defence, is due to them, gives the father no power of governing—i.e., 

making laws and exacting penalties on his children; though by this he has no dominion 

over the property or actions of his son, yet it is obvious to conceive how easy it was, in 

the first ages of the world, and in places still where the thinness of people gives families 

leave to separate into unpossessed quarters, and they have room to remove and plant 

themselves in yet vacant habitations, for the father of the family to become the prince of 

it; he had been a ruler from the beginning of the infancy of his children; and when they 

were grown up, since without some government it would be hard for them to live 

together, it was likeliest it should, by the express or tacit consent of the children, be in the 

father, where it seemed, without any change, barely to continue.3 

                                                      
1 Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex (New York: Vintage, 2011), 29. 
2 De Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 29. 
3 John Locke, Two Treatises on Government (London, 1823), 136. 
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De Beauvoir’s argument is rested in a very complex nesting. The debate on the nature of 

family, the duality between men and women, and the power structures that both of these sexes 

are embedded in must be approached from many facets whether biological and social, as 

Beauvoir alludes to, or political, as Locke addresses. Because of this, understanding the 

philosophical context of Beauvoir’s argument will illuminate some of the more illusory or 

confusing aspects of her conjecture. Perhaps the most peculiar points Beauvoir brings up is as 

follows: “Biological need—sexual desire and desire for posterity—which makes the male 

dependent on the female, has not liberated women socially.”4 To her it was clear that women are, 

or at least have been, subordinate to men for much of history; in what manner, though, are 

women subordinate to men in the eyes of Beauvoir? To Beauvoir, women are economically, 

politically, and socially dominated by men despite men being “dependent on the female”5.  In 

this passage, however, Beauvoir does not attempt to illuminate the origin of this dichotomy. 

While she provides examples to illustrate the power of women over men, such as Medea holding 

the lives of her children over the head of Jason as revenge, she fails to explain how it came to be 

that men overpowered women in the end. 

 If one pairs this passage with a passage from Locke’s Two Treatises on Government then 

the context of this long-lasting discussion becomes clear. Locke’s position is that men came to 

hold the reins of political, economic, and social power all due to their position as fathers inside 

the family unit. Locke believes  

it is obvious to conceive how easy it was, in the first ages of the world… for the father of 

the family to become the prince of it; he had been a ruler from the beginning of the 

infancy of his children; and when they were grown up, since without some government it 

would be hard for them to live together, it was likeliest it should, by the express or tacit 

                                                      
 
4 De Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 29. 
5 De Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 29. 
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consent of the children, be in the father, where it seemed, without any change, barely to 

continue.6 

 

 In short, Locke sees that political power naturally fell into the father’s position due to the power 

a father would have in raising his own children; especially if there was not already a government 

in this in incipient stage of humanity to be the font of political authority. In turn, fathers, and by 

that fact the male gender as a whole, became the individuals who would set up the first states and 

governments. To Locke, it is merely due to the state of nature that men seized the burden of 

political authority; starting with their family units and expanding outwards into the realm of 

government. So with Locke’s contention, we can conclude that the sexual, social, economic, and 

political dichotomy between men and women was merely due to the Western context in which 

Locke was writing being a patriarchal as opposed to a matriarchal society. It is not just that state 

of nature but the state of western nature that is why the world is in the multi-faceted patriarchy it 

is today.  

 Beauvoir’s view finds contention with Locke’s conclusion because, although it is clear 

that men have won out in terms of dominance over women, she finds it puzzling how this 

occurred. Unlike Locke, Beauvoir does not believe it is so obvious to assume that fathers would 

just assume the position of power over their families and, therefore, women. Beauvoir uses an 

example from Greek mythology to bolster her point, contending that “Medea, in revenge against 

Jason, kills her children: this brutal legend suggests that the bond attaching the woman to her 

child could have given her a formidable upper hand.”7 With Beauvoir’s logic, women would be 

able to hold a man accountable because the bond a mother has with the offspring; this makes 

women seem the like the most likely candidate to become the dominant sex. Moreover, Beauvoir 

                                                      
6 John Locke, Two Treatises on Government, 136 
7 De Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 29. 
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asserts that “It is understandable that if one of the two succeeded in imposing its superiority, it 

had to establish itself as absolute.”8 Interestingly, Locke seems to agree with Beauvoir that the 

dominant gender would have to impose absolute power in order to assure their position since he 

refers to the father as a “prince”9. Whether Beauvoir would find Locke’s answer to her question 

satisfactory or not is unimportant, because Locke’s contention about the origin of this dilemma 

illuminates Beauvoir’s argument in a new light. 

The hardest question has not been answered by any side read so far: why did the West 

come embrace a patriarchal family structure as opposed to a matriarchal one? Of course, though, 

Beauvoir’s question of “how it was that man won at the outset” is most difficult due to its 

irreducible nature.10 If one was honestly looking at Beauvoir’s question then one would have to 

look at the origin of males and females as sexes. Is there something uneven in the nature of male-

female sexual intercourse that determines the dominance of men over women? This would be 

contrary to Beauvoir’s assertion that “Biological need—sexual desire and desire for posterity… 

makes the male dependent on the female”.11 Or, instead, is it the nature of enormous investment 

in pregnancy that makes women lag behind men? This would make women seem to men as a 

rare commodity due to the nature of pregnancy. Beauvoir echoes this when she says that 

“Biological need—sexual desire and desire for posterity… makes the male dependent on the 

female” and when she employs the example of the Sabine women who “resisted their ravishers 

with obstinate sterility”.12 Then it would follow to reason that there would be intrasexual 

competitiveness between males to obtain a mate willing to make an investment in children. 

                                                      
8 De Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 29. 
9 John Locke, Two Treatises on Government, 136 
10 De Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 29. 
11 De Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 29. 
12 De Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 29. 
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Where Locke got the idea of men, as opposed to women, being the ones who obtain property 

becomes clear if property is viewed in its most base form: sexual intercourse and childbearing. 

Men, generally speaking, appear to want the commodity of sex and childbearing over everything 

else, but men don’t have as much to offer to women for this. So instead of being able to make a 

trade fairly for sex, men had to evolve ways to coerce, such as rape, in order to fulfill their 

“sexual desire and desire for posterity”.13 

Locke’s argument may not be the perfect answer to Beauvoir’s difficult question, but it 

does illuminate her question from a different angle. To Locke, patriarchal authority is natural and 

absolute over women in both family and government, a dichotomy which has been around since 

“the first ages of the world”.14 Locke also notes that the father “had been a ruler from the 

beginning of the infancy of his children; and when they were grown up” and that it is the 

“honour and respect… which they indispensably owe to their parents all their lifetime” which 

granted him this initial authority.15 One needs only to look towards the cross-cultural concepts of 

filial piety, pater familias, and so on to see the Locke’s point about paternal reverence. However, 

Beauvoir finds it counter-intuitive how men are the ones with greater control over the offspring, 

like Locke suggests, when she contends that “the bond attaching the woman to her child could 

have given her a formidable upper hand” over men.16 By introducing Locke into Beauvoir’s 

question we can discern that it is the parent who controls the offspring that controls the family 

and ultimately the opposing gender. The realization that the struggle between the genders is 

ultimately a jockeying for power over offspring makes Beauvoir’s impossible question more 

feasible to answer. 

                                                      
13 De Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 29. 
14 John Locke, Two Treatises on Government, 136 
15 De Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 29. 
16 De Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 29. 
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